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Pro-Mapuche messages pinned on the wall of crime scene.
In the most recent arson attack in Chile’s southern Araucanía region, messages referring to the
current indigenous Mapuche conflicts with the government were pinned to the wall near the site of
the fire that caused US$1 million in losses. The Monday incident is just the latest in a string of
sporadic attacks on landowners in Araucanía, which have become increasingly frequent in recent
months.
Hooded vandals infiltrated farmer
Jose Astudillo’s 20 acres of land and
set fire to tractors and farming
machinery. While no pro-Mapuche
organization has been officially
accused of the attacks, phrases like
“total war against capitalism, against
owner of a large estate and against
the invader,” “no more
condemnations to the mapuche
people” and “freedom for mapuche
political prisoners” were pinned onto a
wall in the estate.
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The most recent arson attack caused US$ 1 million worth of
damages. Courtesy of Bart Everson/Flickr.

Violent conflicts have been caused by
centuries-old land disputes between
Mapuches and private landowners,
corporations and agricultural and forestry companies, who are considered by many Mapuches to be
encroaching on their ancestral lands.
Sen. Alberto Espina, of the center-right National Renewal Party (RN) called the attack a “criminal
terrorist attack.”
“These types of action obviously look to boycott all plans and programs the the government has
been developing for the benefit of Mapuche communities,” he stated on Monday night. “This is an
act of desperate delinquents who notice that the government is gaining support for its public politics
in different fields of development that benefit the Mapuche communities.”
Earlier this month, a new consultation law was proposed by the government, after the Mapuche
people deemed the current law as insufficient.
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Cases of violent acts have tripled in Araucanía in the past year, leading to conflicts between
government authorities and Mapuche communities, who have called for more autonomy in their
communities.The region of Araucanía is demographically 25 percent Mapuche - making it the region
with the highest concentration of indigenous inhabitants in Chile.
Adding to tensions, government specialist Alejandro Peña was accused last week of making racist
comments towards the Mapuche people, causing members of opposition parties to call for Peña’s
removal from his role in the legal task force in Araucanía.
By Sumy Sadurni (sadurni@santiagotimes.cl)
Copyright 2012 - The Santiago Times
Editor's note: this article original referred to the National Renewal Party (RN) as a
center-left party, when it is, in fact, center-right. The passage has been corrected and
The Santiago Times apologizes for the error.
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